A Note on Using the C/C++ Compiler Packages for the SuperH RISC Engine Family; and the H8, H8S, and H8SX Families of MCUs

Please take note of the following problem in using the C/C++ compiler Packages (Windows Version) for the SuperH RISC engine family; and the H8, H8S, and H8SX families:

- On updating the compilers

1. **Products and Versions Concerned**
   
   (1) All the versions of the C/C++ compiler package (Windows Version) for the SuperH RISC engine family (SHC)
   
   (2) All the versions of the C/C++ compiler package (Windows Version) for the H8, H8S, and H8SX families (H8C)

2. **Description**

   If you execute the update program for the SHC or H8C to update that package residing in your PC, you will fail in updating, and the following message will appear:

   Title:
   High-performance Embedded Workshop Setup

   Description:
   This installer is only for update.
   Please execute again after installing the former version, Renesas C/C++ Compiler Package for SuperH RISC engine family version 9.X.

3. **Conditions**
This problem occurs if either of the following conditions is satisfied:

(1) Either of the following products is installed in the PC where the SHC or H8C resides:
   - M3T-NC30WA V.5.30 Release 02 (C compiler package for the M16C/60, M16C/30, M16C/20, M16C/10, M16C/Tiny, and R8C/Tiny series)
   - M3T-NC308WA V.5.20 Release 02 (C compiler package for the M32C/90, M32C/80, and M16C/80 series)

(2) The debugger package (for instance, the M16C R8C compact emulator debugger) that can install the evaluation versions of the products in (1) above is installed in the PC where the SHC or H8C resides.

4. **Workaround**
   Reinstall the commercial version of the SHC or H8C you are using.

5. **Schedule of Fixing the Problem**
   This problem arises from the installers of the M3T-NC30WA V.5.30 Release 02 and M3T-NC308WA V.5.20 Release 02. So we plan to fix it in the next release of the M3T-NC30WA and M3T-NC308WA.
   (Due to be released in December 2005.)
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